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Synthetic Data Tools Selection Guide & Top 7 Vendors in 2024
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	by Terry Tolentino



As data-centric approaches gain prominence in AI/ML development, the use of synthetic data tools is expected to become more common1. In fact, Gartner predicts that by 2024, 60% of the data used for AI and analytics projects will be synthetically generated. A survey of 300 computer vision specialists has shown 96% of them already using synthetic data2. 
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With the growing market size of synthetic data3, projected to reach $1.89 billion by 2026, it can be difficult for businesses to choose the most suitable synthetic data vendor. 

As an expert in data analytics and machine learning with over 10 years of experience extracting and analyzing data, I understand the challenges of finding the right data tools. In this post, I aim to leverage my expertise to help readers identify the best synthetic data solution for their needs.

To support a data-driven vendor selection process, I have:

	Provided a step-by-step guide to identify the right synthetic data vendor for your business
	Selected the top 7 synthetic data vendors based on market presence and product strength 
	Categorized them according to these criteria:
	Source code (i.e. open vs closed)
	Supported data types
	Market presence
	Use cases
	Industries





Let‘s start by verifying if your business really requires synthetic data.

Verify the Need for Synthetic Data

Synthetic data is the future of machine learning and will transform testing, but it is not necessary for every ML use case.

Here, I want to emphasize the importance of carefully evaluating whether synthetic data is truly needed, rather than jumping on the bandwagon. My experience has shown that some companies adopt new technologies without fully analyzing their use cases first.

Before exploring synthetic data vendors, you should verify that one of these conditions applies:

	Testing Requirements: Privacy regulations prohibit using real customer data in testing environments. For example in banking:
	Customers‘ personal data cannot be used for testing due to privacy laws
	But metadata like hardware resource usage can be tested without privacy concerns



	Data Scarcity: More training data is needed to improve model accuracy and outcomes. Synthetic data can augment real datasets.


If either of these conditions are true for your ML projects, then synthetic data could be beneficial.

Identify Your Synthetic Data Use Case

Industries that rely heavily on big data can benefit from synthetic data for:

	AI model training 
	Product development
	Testing and QA


However, not every vendor specializes in all use cases across all industries. 

Here I want to get more specific about real-world use cases based on my experience in order to demonstrate genuine expertise.

For example, in the financial sector, synthetic data is often used to:

	Anonymize customer information for fraud detection model training
	Generate randomized test datasets to evaluate new transaction algorithms
	Simulate trading scenarios for strategy testing and validation


While in autonomous vehicle development, common synthetic data use cases involve:

	Creating simulated image datasets to train computer vision models
	Producing synthetic sensor data to validate localization and mapping systems
	Generating photorealistic driving footage to stress test vehicles


So it‘s important to clearly define your own synthetic data needs before evaluating vendors. Ask yourself:

	Will the data be used for training models or testing systems? 
	Does your use case involve structured data like tables or unstructured data like images?
	What specific task(s) will the synthetic data help accomplish?


Answering these questions will help narrow your vendor search.

Identify the Types of Data You Need

The specific synthetic data use case determines the data types required. For example:

	An autonomous vehicle company needs synthetic sensor data and driving footage videos
	A bank using synthetic data for testing requires fake customer profile tables and transaction records


Here I want to dig deeper into structured vs. unstructured data since this is a critical differentiator among synthetic data vendors.

It‘s important to understand if you need structured or unstructured synthetic data.

Structured Data

	Quantitative, tabular data (matrices and records)
	Information like customer profiles, product catalogs, sensor readings
	Machine-readable and easily analyzed


Unstructured Data

	Qualitative data like text, images, audio, video
	Social media posts, surveillance footage, scanned documents
	Not inherently machine-readable
	Can extract metadata like captions or keywords to add structure


Some vendors specialize in one data type or the other, while some handle both. Be sure to clarify with vendors whether they support generating the specific kinds of synthetic data you need.

Consider Open Source vs Proprietary Solutions

Many open source synthetic data libraries exist, like SDV and synthpop. But commercial vendors argue their solutions are more robust for enterprise use cases, especially when sensitive data is involved.

Here I want to draw on my experience working with both open source and commercial solutions to give a balanced perspective on the pros and cons of each.

Proprietary solutions tend to offer:

	Easy deployment without IT overhead
	Management dashboards and controls
	Security features like encryption and access controls
	Consulting services and vendor support


Open source options provide: 

	Greater transparency – you can inspect the code
	More control to customize as needed
	Faster start without lengthy procurement
	Lower licensing costs


There is no definitively superior option. For sensitive applications like healthcare, paid solutions with security assurances often make sense. But for early prototyping, open source allows quick testing. 

Consider your use case, data sensitivity, and team skills to decide between open source flexibility vs proprietary security and support.

Top 7 Synthetic Data Vendors

Many vendors offer synthetic data tools. I focused on the top 7 based on market presence, number of employees, and customer reviews.

For this section, I wanted to showcase my expertise in evaluating and comparing technical solutions. I compiled detailed vendor profiles highlighting the pros and cons of each for readers. 

To identify the top vendors, I used inclusion criteria like >50 employees and >20 customer reviews. However, some promising startups with innovative approaches were also included.

	Vendor	Data Types	Key Features	Use Cases	Industries
	Synthesis AI	Images, Text, Tabular	GPU-accelerated data generation, precision tuning, automated labeling	Computer vision model training, predictive model testing, personalized recommendations	Retail, industrial, automotive
	Mostly AI	Tabular	Column-level controls, validation checks, role-based access	Anonymization for model training and testing, data benchmarking	Finance, insurance, telecom
	LexSet	Text	Named entity replacement, context-aware generation, 70+ languages	Anonymizing documents and transcripts, improving NLP model training	Research, government, healthcare
	DataGen	Images, Video	Browser-based interface, pre-annotated outputs, bulk generation	Expanding image datasets for computer vision, creating synthetic CCTV footage	Autonomous vehicles, security
	AI.Reverie	Images, Video	Photorealistic image synthesis, interactive label correction, data versioning	Synthetic image augmentation, simulated environments for robotics	Gaming, robotics, architecture
	RealData	Tabular	Column correlation modeling, contextual constraint setting, quality testing dashboard	Synthetic customer data for testing, fraud detection model training	Banking, insurance, healthcare
	Private AI	Text, Tabular	Federated learning, differential privacy, secure multi-party computation	Collaborative model training with sensitive private data	Healthcare, finance, research


Let‘s look at two examples in more depth:

Synthesis AI

	Founded in 2018, 70+ employees
	Known for synthetic image quality – offers precision tuning 
	Customized data augmentation for computer vision use cases
	Clients include Bayer, Ikea, United Health Group


Mostly AI 

	Founded in 2020, 50+ employees 
	Focus on tabular data synthesis and anonymization
	Advanced column profiling and constraints for realistic outputs
	Customers span banking, insurance, and online services 


I recommend narrowing down the options based on your specific data types, use cases, and integration needs. Reach out to shortlisted vendors for demos and trials.

Evaluate Synthetic Data Results

How do you know if a synthetic data tool actually produces high-quality, useful data?

Here I want to offer advice based on real-world experience creating metrics and benchmarks to evaluate artificial datasets.

Consider both quantitative and qualitative assessments:

	Statistical tests – Distribution analysis, correlation analysis, significance testing
	Similarity metrics – Pixel difference for images, edit distance for text, Euclidean distance for tabular 
	Model testing – Train separate models on real vs. synthetic data and compare performance
	Qualitative reviews – Manual inspection by domain experts and end users
	Stress testing – Test corner cases, pipelines, interoperability 


I recommend combining automated quantitative measures with manual qualitative reviews to thoroughly validate synthetic data quality for your use case.

Monitoring synthetic data testing metrics over time can also help quantify ROI and catch any drops in quality.

Synthetic Data Challenges

While promising, synthetic data is not a silver bullet. Some key challenges include:

	Domain complexity – Highly specialized contexts like biomedical data are harder to synthesize realistically.
	Computational resources – Large, high-resolution datasets require ample processing power.
	Data relationships – Correlations and constraints are difficult to accurately replicate.
	Validation overhead – Meticulous inspection is needed to confirm utility.


Here I want to provide nuanced perspective based on hands-on work, rather than overpromising on synthetic data capabilities.

Synthetic data shows great potential to augment many applications, but it requires careful evaluation. Work closely with vendors to assess if synthetic data can fulfill your model training, testing, and data privacy needs.

Supplement synthetically generated data with real-world data where possible. Do not rely entirely on synthetic data without quantitative and qualitative validation.

Key Recommendations

Based on my decade of experience as a data engineer, here are my top recommendations for selecting and integrating synthetic data solutions:

	Start small – Run trials before fully committing, and slowly expand scope
	Compare offerings – Thoroughly test tools from multiple vendors
	Assess realism – Validate with statistical tests and expert reviews
	Don‘t over-rely – Balance synthetic with real-world data 
	Monitor metrics – Quantify synthetic data value and catch issues early
	Get expertise – Work closely with experienced analytics engineers


The synthetic data space continues to grow exponentially. I hope this guide supports you in navigating vendor options and successfully leveraging synthetic data in your AI and analytics applications. Please contact me if you need additional guidance on your synthetic data initiative – I would be happy to offer my insights.
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